
We have a relatively busy week ahead for financial markets, with three
central bank releases, the inauguration of Joe Biden into office, and
some important data points to be released both on the national and
corporate levels in the coming days.
Firstly the economic data: following China's GDP reading overnight we
will have a quiet Monday as US markets remain closed for their Bank
Holiday. We will see the Bank of Canada's first release of the year
coming on Wednesday, with the Bank of Japan that night and ECB at
12:45pm on Thursday, Irish time. Importantly for the region on Friday
morning we are due to get January's Services and Manufacturing PMI
data for individual EU nations, along with the UK equivalent and the
US' that afternoon.
On the corporate front: we will see fourth-quarter earnings results
from a few big names tomorrow such as Bank of America, Goldman
Sachs, State Street, Logitech, with Netflix to report after market close.
This will be followed by Morgan Stanley, Procter & Gamble,
UnitedHealth Group, United Airlines, and ASML all coming on
Wednesday. Intel, IBM, Schlumberger, and Investor AB all due to
report between Thursday and Friday.
We note that US President-elect Joe Biden's inauguration ceremony
will take place on Wednesday in what is scheduled to be a dialed-
down event, given ongoing virus circumstances.
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Key Events to Watch

Equities: European markets trading flat to slightly lower to start off the week in what is set
to be a relatively subdued session as US stock markets to remain closed in observance of
the Martin Luther King Bank Holiday, VIX closed at $24.34 on Friday evening. Chinese
equities broadly higher following positive GDP results from the region overnight.
Currencies: The US Dollar saw some strength last week, causing EUR/USD to pull back by
over a percent and head for the 1.20 mark again. GBP/USD has traded steadily around its
multi-year highs so far in 2021. Volumes will be limited until tomorrow when traders in the
States return to their desks and the Dollar resumes normal trade. The main risk events for
the Euro this week will come from the ECB release on Thursday, followed by regional PMI
results on Friday morning for the month of January. 
Safe-havens: Gold, currently over 3% lower YTD so far, has started the week fairly flat
around the $1,830 mark, silver slightly higher at $24.95 today having traded broadly
sideways for the past 6 months. US Treasury yields took a break last week and traded
sideways, after rising quite sharply at the start of the year, US 10yr pushing to 1.18% at
one stage- its highest yield since mid-March of last year. German bunds have seen
directionless trade for months now, yielding a negative 54 basis points on Monday
morning.

The Week Ahead

Chinese GDP
In the early hours of this morning we saw China release its Q4 GDP
data, coming in at a beat of analysts' expectations, causing a rally in
Chinese equities into the close this morning. GDP rose by 6.5%
(compared to 6.2% forecasts) over the 3-month period up to the end
of December, when compared with GDP from the same period one
year prior. This comes after Q3's 4.9% result and Q2's 3.2%.
China, the only major economy to actually expand in 2020, saw a GDP
result of 2.3% for the full year as industrial production continued to
drive the nation's recovery. While still in positive territory, this is a
major step down from 2019's impressive 6% growth. 
This latest bout of positivity for the region comes after China saw a
quarterly decline in GDP during Q1 2020 for the first time in over four
decades, after authorities imposed an extensive lockdown to stem
the virus' initial outbreak. 


